Are You Worth Your Money?
Ask yourself a question. Are you worth your money? How does anyone determine their
value in business? Experience? Capabilities? What is the determining factor?
During your business life, you have no doubt raised your prices. In a corporate job, you
get raises and you progress. The ceiling to that income is based on your job title. Not
so in business. What can your market bear?
I’ve also come to this realization. At this point in my life, my headshots require a $300
fee. Great for the market where I live. The value here is that I also post your image for
all to see, tell a great positive story about why you’re important to your public, and this is
ongoing for future references as well. I will never stop marketing for you. There is the
value of a Whitehot Headshot.
Over the years I’ve earned a certain appropriateness with my fees. They are based on
my knowledge of people as well as in my craft (lighting and composition, etc). It’s not
how much time I spend shooting an event, but how much time I spent learning my craft.
And I used to be so timid about my fees.
My interesting question to you is…. Are you worth your money? You balance your fees
for the knowledge you have earned, and people you find are willing to pay for that
knowledge….UNTIL (as many say) you become a photographer, where some think
anyone can take a photograph. Photography is still a learned craft, as is any other craft.
Such as yours.
My fees are what they are because, whether you expend one hour or 15 minutes with
me, you are not paying for my time. You are paying for my trusted knowledge.
There’s only one industry I know that you pay for consulting time. That’s in the legal
field. They do not donate free advice.
We are all worth our fees, because we get what we pay for. All of us.
If you want to connect EVERY time, get that headshot done right. We put your best
face forward.
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